
 

Earth Energy Cell Phone Harmonizers 
 

Don't FRY your HEAD... STONE-balance your phone instead!  
3.25x2 insert with 3M sticky back to apply easily and conveniently to any device!  

 The insert can be used to harmonize food, drinks, body pains, etc! 

It has over 20 natural stone favorable ion ingredients including Black Tourmaline, famous for its ability  

to neutralize the effects of ELECTRONIC TOXINS. 
 

This unique patented delivery produces piezo energy (over 1 million rays of nature’s balanced 

energy per second) helping to feed the phone what it needs which can reduce the phones need to 

feed / drain life-force energy from our bodies.  
 

Cell Phones connect people, activities & info and are helpful & fun … so rather than being in fear of them,  

let’s become AWARE and PRO-ACTIVE and use them to support our lives & our health wisely.   

Although many people would rather not know that cell phones are hazardous to our health, at the same time, 

these devices may be literally ZAPPING our precious life vitality, aging every cell in our bodies,  

damaging our DNA, and degrading body processes, like memory, energy, focus, sleep, pain, emotions & more.  
 

Cell Phone radiation is simple to understand - Electronics put out (+) ions (nonphysical) that are 

desperately seeking (-) ions physical matter (including our bodies) to balance themselves.                

The (+) literally etches off the physical around it.   That physical is often US.  
 

Nature has a SMART SOLUTION!  
The ionizer insert on this phone has over 20 natural stone (-) ion ingredients including black 

tourmaline, famous for its ability to neutralize the effects of electronic toxins.  

This unique patented delivery produces piezo energy (over 1 million rays of nature’s balanced 

energy per second) helping to feed the phone what it needs which can reduce the phones need to 

drain life energy from our bodies. 
 

This insert does not stop a phone from producing (+) stressor ions, it simply feeds your 

cell phone the (-) calming ions to help balance, neutralize & harmonize the energy. 

When we consciously accept, value & regularly take care of ourselves,  

we can vibrate higher and life can be smoother!  
 

If you have stiff, sore or a painful neck, arms, hands, elbows, knees, legs, ankles, or anywhere, 

check out the Body Wraps, Wrist bands & energy mats and get more info  …  

https://shop.vibesup.com/#aww 

(To save $10. on your order of regularly-priced items, use coupon code - aww10.off ) 
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Supporting healthy spaces & places where we live, work & play 

www.airWaterAndwellness.com 

503-524-4862 


